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Learning the seletion of ations for an autonomous soialrobot by reinforement learning based on motivationsÁlvaro Castro-González · María Malfaz · Miguel A. Salihs
Reeived: date / Aepted: dateAbstrat Autonomy is a prime issue on robotis �eldand it is losely related to deision making. Last re-searhes on deision making for soial robots are fo-used on biologially inspired mehanisms for takingdeisions. Following this approah, we propose a moti-vational system for deision making, using internal (dri-ves) and external stimuli for learning to hoose the rightation. Ations are seleted from a �nite set of skills inorder to keep robot's needs within an aeptable range.The robot uses reinforement learning in order to al-ulate the suitability of every ation in eah state. Thestate of the robot is determined by the dominant mo-tivation and its relation to the objets presents in itsenvironment.The used reinforement learning method exploits anew algorithm alled Objet Q-Learning. The proposedredution of the state spae and the new algorithm on-sidering the ollateral e�ets (relationship between dif-ferent objets) results in a suitable algorithm to be ap-plied to robots living in real environments.In this paper, a �rst implementation of the dei-sion making system and the learning proess is imple-mented on a soial robot showing an improvement inrobot's performane. The quality of its performane willbe determined by observing the evolution of the robot'swellbeing.Keywords motivations, deision-making, autonomy,reinforement learning, soial robotÁlvaro Castro-González · María Malfaz · Miguel A. SalihsRobotisLab, Carlos III University of Madrid, 28911 Leganés,SpainE-mail: agonzal�ing.u3m.es, mmalfaz�ing.u3m.es,salihs�ing.u3m.es

1 IntrodutionSoial Robots are intended for interating with humansand assisting them in several tasks. It is desired thatsuh tasks are aomplished by them without surveil-lane and this idea implies a ertain level of autonomy.Autonomy is a term widely used in literature andits meaning ranges from very di�erent values. Bekey [8℄refers autonomous systems as systems apable of oper-ating in the real-world environment without any form ofexternal ontrol for extended periods of time. Cañamero[17℄ also gives a similar de�nition of autonomous agentsand a�rms that they are natural or arti�ial systems,whih must satisfy a set of possible on�itive goals, inonstant interation with dynami and unpreditableenvironments with limited resoures.Moreover, Bellman [9℄ states that autonomy impliesa deision making proess and this requires some knowl-edge about the urrent state of the agent and environ-ment, inluding its objetives.We onsider the level of autonomy of robots as theamount of deisional mehanisms they are endowed with[22℄. In our approah, an autonomous robot must knowwhat ation to exeute in every situation in order toful�ll its goal. In the ase that this robot does not havethis knowledge, it must learn this relation between sit-uations and ations. The robot learns this relation byinterating with its own environment where several ob-jets an exist.Aording to Matari [42℄, learning has been denom-inated as one of the distintive marks of the intelligeneand introduing adaptation and learning skills in arti�-ial systems is one of the greatest hallenges of the ar-ti�ial intelligene. Moreover, Gadanho [19℄ states thatlearning is an important skill for an autonomous agent,



2 Álvaro Castro-González et al.sine it gives the agent the plastiity needed for beingindependent.In this work we propose a motivational system forautonomous deision making whih endows robots withthe apaity to learn to deide what to do and when todo it to satisfy its inner needs.Sine the robot will be learning on real environmentinterating with several objets, it is desired to ahieveit on an aeptable range of time. In addition, the re-lationship among the objets is a key aspet. For ex-ample, to drink water, it has to be learnt that, �rst,you have to grasp a glass, then you �ll it with waterand eventually you drink it. This proess implies di�er-ent objets.The new reinforement learning algorithmalled Objet Q-Learning will deal with all these issuesin setion 3.The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Nextsetion presents some previous works about autonomyand deision making in robots. Afterwards, reinfore-ment learning and its well-known Q-Learning algorithmare introdued. Following, setion 4 de�nes how thestate of the robot is formed. Then the Objet Q-Learningalgorithm is presented. After that, our theoretial ap-proah is explained and then how it has been imple-mented in a real platform will be shown. Coming after,the results of the experiments with out robot Maggieare presented and they are disussed in the next se-tion. Finally onlusions are summarized and the futureworks are roughly exposed.2 Autonomy, deision making and learning inrobotsAutonomy, and more preisely, autonomous robots havebeen extensively studied in the last years. More generalresearhes have been foused on autonomous agents.As said in [2℄, agent autonomy is de�ned like the apa-bility to interat independently, exhibiting ontrol overits own internal state. In addition, Verhagen [60℄ men-tioned that autonomy is the degree in whih one agentis independent with respet to another entity, the envi-ronment, other agents or even its own developer. Addi-tionally, Barber and Martin [4℄ onsider autonomy as ameasure and adjustable value.Regarding robots, Alami et al [1℄ and Estlin et al [18℄present autonomy in robots as the apaity of produ-ing plans for reahing a given goal. These plans ouldbe modi�ed on the �y and goals are given by users.At [24℄ adaptive autonomy is implemented in a tele-operation robot and the hange in autonomy level ismade dynamially.As it has been mentioned before, autonomy in robotsis very lose to deision making [41℄. Di�erent approahes

have been used for deision making in robots. Smith [52℄implemented fuzzy deision making for navigation pur-poses in a robot. In ontrast, Shermerhorn [49℄ makesdeisions omputing goals priorities based on its impor-tane and its urgeny. Shermerhorn also remarks theimportane of dynami autonomy in the performane ofa robot team. Sheutz [50℄ presents a deision makingusing likelihood of suess, the bene�t and the ost of anation. In [31℄, deisions are made onsidering informa-tion gathered by humans and robots, and operators aretreated as pereptual resoures of information; opera-tors are queried depending of the amount of unertaintyin robot's beliefs.As in many others sienti� �elds, researhes try toimitate humans' mind and last investigations emulatehumans' deision making. Aordingly, emotional andmotivational models are suggested. As it has been ex-posed at [7℄, humans' deision-making is not a�etedonly by the possible outomes, but also emotions playa main roll. In view of it, several authors propose dei-sion making systems based on motivations, drives, andemotions [59℄ [16℄ [20℄ [38℄ [43℄. In this work, we followthis approah, and the deision making system is basedon drives and motivations. Emotions are also inludedin previous work [36℄, but in the present implementa-tion they are not inluded yet.Our approah has been inspired mainly by Caña-mero's [15℄ [17℄, Gadanho's [19℄ [21℄, and Velasquez's[57℄ [58℄ works.In Cañamero's works, the original idea was that thebehaviours of an autonomous agent are direted by mo-tivational states and its basi emotions. The motiva-tions, aording to Cañamero, an be viewed as home-ostati proesses that maintain a physiologial variableontrolled within a ertain range. When the value ofthis variable is not equal to its ideal value, the driveemerges. The intensity of the motivation is a funtionof its related drive and a ertain external stimulus. Onethe highest motivation is obtained, the intensity of ev-ery behaviour,linked to this motivation, is alulatedand the one with the highest intensity is exeuted.Gadanho proposed a ontrol arhiteture for au-tonomous robots with a system based on a set of home-ostati variables whih must be maintained within aertain range. In her approah, the robot adapts to itsenvironment using an adaptive ontroller adjusted us-ing reinforement learning. The goals are expliitly as-soiated to the homeostati variables. In order to re�etthe hedoni state of the agent, a wellbeing value is re-ated. This value mainly depends on the value of thehomeostati variables. In this approah, this wellbeingvalue is used as the reinforement funtion.



Learning the seletion of ations for an autonomous soial robot by reinforement learning based on motivations 3Another approah was developed by Velásquez, whoproposed an arhiteture developed for autonomous agentsand ontains an emotion generation model and a systemof drives in order to develop a deision making modelbased on emotions. The drives system even exploit itsin�uene in order to selet spei� behaviours. In thismodel, the behaviours ompete among them to take theontrol. Therefore, only one behaviour is ative at onetime.As will be shown, we use homeostati drives that arerelated to motivations, as Cañamero does. Nevertheless,in our approah, the motivations, and not the behavi-ours (as referred to in Velasquez's approah) ompeteamong them and the winner does not have any relatedbehaviour that satis�es the assoiated need, as Caña-mero proposes. In our situation, the robot must learn,using a reinforement learning algorithm, whih ationto selet in order to maintain the wellbeing within anaeptable range. This wellbeing is also a funtion of theneeds of the robot, as Gadanho also onsiders, and itsvariation will be onsidered as the reinforement fun-tion for the learning algorithm.Lorenz de�ned learning as the adaptive hanges ofbehaviour and this is, in fat, the reason why it existsin animals and humans [33℄.In relation to learning in robotis, Matari in [42℄states that learning is partiularly di�ult in robots.This is beause interating and feeling in the physi-al world requires to deal with the unertainty due tothe partial and hanging information of the onditionsof the environment. Nevertheless, learning is an ativearea in robotis and reinforement learning is one ofthe learning methods that has been most suessfullyimplemented in robots. In fat, aording to some au-thors, reinforement learning seems to be the naturalseletion for learning poliies of mobile robot ontrol.Instead of designing a low-level ontrol poliy, a desrip-tion of the tasks at high-level an be designed througha reinforement funtion. Frequently, for robot tasks,rewards orresponds to physial events in the environ-ment. For instane, for the obstale avoidane task, therobot an obtain a positive reinforement if it gets itsgoal, and negative if it rashes into some obstale [51℄.3 Reinforement Learning and the Q-learningalgorithmReinforement learning allows an agent to learn be-haviour through trial and error interations with a dy-nami environment. An agent is onneted with its en-vironment via pereption and ation. On eah step ofiteration the agent reeives information about the state
s of the environment. The agent then hooses an ation

a. The ation hanges the state of the environment, andthen the agent reeives a reinforement signal r. Thegoal of the agent is to �nd a poliy, mapping to statesto ations, that maximizes some long-run measure ofreinforement [30℄.Reinforement learning has been suessfully imple-mented in several virtual agents and robots [29℄ [40℄ [3℄[44℄ [11℄ [55℄. One of the main appliations, for robotsor agents, is the learning of omplex behaviours as asequene of basi behaviours. Those omplex behavi-ours allow to optimize the adaptation of the agent orrobot to its environment. The reinforement learningalgorithm named Q-learning [62℄ has beome one of themethods that is most used in autonomous robotis [56℄.The goal of the Q-learning algorithm is to estimatethe Q values for every state-ation pair. The Q valueis de�ned as the expeted reward for exeuting ation
a in state s and then following the optimal poliy fromthere [51℄. Every Q(s, a) is updated aording to :
Q(s, a) = (1 − α) · Q(s, a) + α · (r + γV (s′)) (1)where:
V (s′) = max

a∈A
(Q(s′, a)) (2)is the value of the new state s′ and is the best rewardthe agent an expet from the new state s′. A is the setof ations, a is every ation, r is the reinforement, γ isthe disount fator and α is the learning rate.The learning rate α (0 < α < 1) ontrols how muhweight is given to the reward just experiened, as op-posed to the old Q estimate [28℄. This parameter givesmore or less importane to the learnt Q values than newexperienes. A low value of α implies that the agent ismore onservative and therefore gives more importaneto past experienes. If α is high, near 1, the agent val-ues, to a greater extent, the most reent experiene.Parameter γ (0 < γ < 1) is known as the disountfator, and de�nes how muh expeted future rewardsa�et deision now. A high value of this parameter givesmore importane to future rewards. A low value, onthe ontrary, gives muh more importane to urrentreward [28℄.As previously said, the �nal goal of the agent is tolearn the optimal poliy, the one that maximize thetotal expeted reward. This poliy relates, with prob-ability 1, the ations that must be seleted in everystate. One the optimal funtion Q∗(s, a) is obtainedit is easy to alulate the optimal poliy, π∗(s), on-sidering all the possible ations for a ertain state andseleting the one with the highest value:



4 Álvaro Castro-González et al.
π∗(s) = argmax

a
Q(s, a) (3)4 The state spaeIn this work, it is assumed that the robot lives in anenvironment where it an interat with other objets.The goal of the autonomous robot is to learn what to doin every situation in order to survive and to maintainits needs satis�ed. In this system, the state of the agent

sǫS is the ombination of its inner state and its externalstate:
S = Sinner × Sexternal (4)where Sinner and Sexternal are the sets of internal andexternal states of the robot, respetively.The inner state of the robot is related to its inter-nal needs (for instane: the robot is "hungry") and theexternal state is its state in relation to all the objetspresent in the environment:
Sexternal = Sobj1 × Sobj2 ... (5)therefore,
S = Sinner × Sexternal = Sinner × Sobj1 × Sobj2 ... (6)where Sobji

is the set of the states of the robot in rela-tion to the objet i.For every objet, the robot ould be in n di�erentstates, so, the number of states will inrease as the num-ber of objets in the environment grows. For example, iffor every objet there are four di�erent binary variablesdesribing the relation of the robot with it, then, for ev-ery objet we would have: 24 = 16 states in relation toit. Assuming that there are, for example, 10 objets inthe environment, then, aording to (5) , the number ofexternal states would be 1610. Finally, sine the state ofthe robot is its ombination between the inner and theexternal state (6) , the �nal number of states would beeven bigger sine we must multiply the number of exter-nal states by the number of internal states. Moreover,assuming that the robot an exeute a ertain amountof ations, or skills, with eah objet, the number ofutility values, Q(s, a), for every state-ation pair, ouldbeome really high. This great number of Q values toalulate presents problems sine it would take a longtime for those values to onverge. This is beause in

order to those values onverge, every state-ation pairmust be visited by the agent an in�nite number of times[28℄.4.1 Redued state spaeAs previously stated, as the number of variables in-reases linearly, the number of states inreases expo-nentially. This problem is known as the urse of di-mensionality [61℄ . Many authors have proposed severalsolutions to deal with this problem. One solution wouldbe to use the generalization apabilities of funtion ap-proximators. Feedforward neural networks are a parti-ular ase of suh funtion approximators that an beused in ombination with reinforement learning. Nev-ertheless, although the neural networks seem to be verye�ient in some ases of large sale problems, there isno guarantee of onvergene [13℄.Other authors propose some methods in order toredue the state spae. Aording to Sprague and Bal-lard, this problem an be better desribed as a set ofhierarhial organized goals and subgoals, or a problemthat requires the learning agent to address several tasksat one [53℄. In [26℄ and [61℄ the learning proess is a-elerated by struturing the environment using fatoredMarkov Deision Proesses (FMDPs). The FMDPs areone approah to represent large, strutured MDPs om-patly, based on the idea that a transition of a variableoften depends only on a small number of other vari-ables.In [32℄, the authors present a review of other ap-proahes whih propose a state abstration, or stateaggregation, in order to deal with large state spaes.Abstration an be thought of as a proess that mapsthe original desription of a problem to a muh om-pat and easier one to work with. In these approahesthe states are grouped together if they share, for ex-ample, the same probability transition and the rewardfuntion [12℄ [25℄. Others onsider that states shouldbe aggregated if they have the same optimal ation, orsimilar Q-values [14℄, et.In this work, we propose a di�erent solution to re-due the state spae: the states related to the objetsare going to be treated as if they were independent ofone another. This assumption is based on human be-haviour, sine when we interat with di�erent objetsin our daily life, one, for example, takes a glass withoutonsidering the rest of objets surround.As a onsequene, the external state is onsideredas the state of the robot in relation to eah objet sepa-rately. This simpli�ation means that the robot, in eahmoment, onsiders that its state in relation, for exam-ple, to obj1 is independent from its state in relation to
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obj2, obj3, et. so the robot learns what to do with ev-ery objet by separate. This simpli�ation redues thenumber of states that must be onsidered during thelearning proess of the robot.
Sred

external = {Sobj1 , Sobj2 , Sobj3 , ...} (7)where Sred
external is the set of the redued external states.For example, following the example presented in theprevious setion, for the 10 objets present in the worldwe would obtain 10 × 16 = 160 external states, thoseones related to the objets. Therefore, the total numberof utility values Q(s, a) would be greatly redued.Finally, the total state of the robot in relation toeah objet i is de�ned as follows:

s ǫ Si = Sinner × Sobji
(8)where Si is the set of the redued states in relation tothe objet i.Using this simpli�ation, the robot learns what todo with every objet for every inner state. For example,the robot would learn what to do with the doking sta-tion when it needs to reharge, or what to do with theplayer when it is bored, and so on without onsideringits relation to the rest of objets.5 Collateral e�ets and Objet-Q learningThe simpli�ation made in order to redue the statespae onsiders the objets in the environment as ifthey were independent. This assumption implies thatthe e�ets resulting from the exeution of an ation, inrelation to a ertain objet, do not a�et to the state ofthe robot in relation to the rest of objets. Let us givean example: if the robot deides to move towards theplayer, this ation will not a�et to the rest of objets.Nevertheless, if previously, the robot was reharging inthe doking station, this ation (to move towards theplayer) related to the objet player, has a�eted to thestate in relation to the doking station.The "ollateral e�ets" are those e�ets produedby the robot on the rest of the objets when interat-ing with a ertain objet. Therefore, in order to takeinto aount these ollateral e�ets, a modi�ation ofthe Q-learning algorithm is proposed: the Objet Q-learning, introdued in previous works [37℄ [39℄, whereit was suessfully implemented on virtual agents. Us-ing this algorithm, the Q values are updated in thefollowing way:

Qobji(s, a) = (1−α) ·Qobji (s, a)+α ·
(

r + γ · V obji(s′)
)(9)where the super-index obji indiates that the learningproess is made in relation to the objet i. Therefore,

sǫSi is the state of the robot in relation to the objet i,
Aobji

is the set of the ations related to the objet i and
s′ is the new state in relation to the objet i. Parameter
r is the reinforement reeived, γ is the disount fatorand α is the learning rate. Moreover,
V obji(s′) = max

a∈Aobji

(

Qobji(s′, a)
)

+
∑

m 6=i

∆Qobjm
max

(10)is the value of the objet i in the new state onsideringthe possible e�ets of the exeuted ation with the ob-jet i, on the rest of objets. For this reason, the sumof the variations of the values of every other objet isadded to the value of the objet i in the new state,previously de�ned in equation (2).These inrements are alulated as follows:
∆Qobjm

max
= max

a∈Aobjm

(

Qobjm (s′, a)
)

− max
a∈Aobjm

(

Qobjm (s, a)
)(11)Eah of these inrements measures, for every objet,the di�erene between the best the robot an do in thenew state, and the best the robot ould do in the previ-ous state. In other words, when the robot exeutes anation in relation to a ertain objet, the inrement orderement of the value of the rest of objets is onsid-ered.Considering the example presented at the beginningof this setion, if the objets the robot an interat withare limited to a player and the harger, the urrentstates related to these objets are far from the playerand plugged to the harger. One the ation move to-wards the player is exeuted, then the new states arelose to the player and unplugged from the harger.Therefore Objet Q-Learning is applied as follows 1.From equations 9, 10 and 11:

Qplayer(far, move_towards) =

= (1 − α) · Qplayer(far, move_towards)+

+ α ·
(

r + γ · V player(close)
)1 In order to keep the example simple, the state will beformed just by the external state, and the internal state willnot be onsidered.



6 Álvaro Castro-González et al.where V player(close) is:
V player(close) = max

a∈Aplayer

(

Qplayer(close, a)
)

+

+
∑

objm 6=player

∆Qobjm
maxand a an be any ation with the player. The ollaterale�ets are:

∑

objm 6=player

∆Qobjm
max

= ∆Qcharger
max

=

= max
a∈Acharger

(

Qcharger (unplugged, a)
)

−

+ max
a∈Acharger

(

Qcharger (plugged, a)
)where a is any ation related to harger.6 The deision making systemAuthors propose a deision making system for a soialrobot based on motivations where no spei� goals aregiven in advane; the objetive of robot's life is to be�ne, in the sense that it has to keep its needs (drives)within an aeptable range, but the way to ahieve itis not de�ned.In our deision making system, the autonomous robothas ertain drives and motivations. The goal is to sur-vive by maintaining all its drives satis�ed. For this pur-pose, the agent must learn to selet the right ationfor every state, in order to maximize its wellbeing. Thewellbeing of the robot will be de�ned, in the next se-tion, as a funtion of its drives.First, let us introdue the onepts of drive andmotivation. The robot an be parameterized by sev-eral variables, whih must be at an ideal level. Whenthe value of these variables di�ers from the ideal one,an error signal ours: the drive. These drives onsti-tute urges to at based on bodily needs related to self-su�ieny and survival [15℄. In this approah, the drivesare onsidered as the needs of the agent.Motivations are those internal fators, rather thanexternal ones, that urge the organism to take ation[48℄. The motivational states represent tendenies tobehave in partiular ways as a onsequene of internal(drives) and external (inentive stimuli) fators [23℄. Inother words, the motivational state is a tendeny toorret the error, i.e., the drive, through the exeutionof behaviours.In order to model the motivations of the agent, weuse Lorentz's hydrauli model of motivation as an inspi-ration [34℄. In Lorenz's model, the internal drive strength

interats with the external stimulus strength. If thedrive is low, then a strong stimulus is needed to triggera motivated behaviour. If the drive is high, then a mildstimulus is su�ient [10℄. Therefore, the intensities ofthe motivations are alulated as shown in (12)If Di < Ld then Mi = 0If Di ≥ Ld then Mi = Di + wi
(12)where Mi are the motivations, Di are the related drives,

wi are the related external stimuli, and Ld is alledthe ativation level. Motivations whose drives are belowrespetive ativation levels will not ompete for beingthe dominant motivation. The general idea is that weeat when we are hungry and also when we have food infront of us, although we do not really need it.One the intensities of the motivations are alu-lated, the internal state of the robot is determined bythe motivation with the highest value. This is the dom-inant motivation.As has been previously explained, the state of therobot, de�ned by equation 4, is a ombination of theinner and external state. The inner state, as has beenjust explained, is determined by the dominant motiva-tion of the robot, and the external state is its de�nedby its relation to every objet in its environment.The ation seleted at eah moment will depend onthe state of the robot and the potential ations, sinethe external state restrits the possible ations: for ex-ample, we an not eat if we do not have food. It isimportant to note that the robot does not neessarilyknow the onsequenes of its ations, nor the reinfore-ment that it will reeive. The robot just have the knowl-edge about whih ations an be exeuted with everyobjet.Pairs formed by the state s and eah ation a willhave an assoiated value Q(s,a) whih represents thesuitability of that ation on that state. These valueswill be tuned by interation between the robot and theenvironment during the learning proess. In partiu-lar, the already presented Objet Q-learning has beenapplied in this work. In the next setion, the learningproess will be explained.6.1 Learning to hooseIn this implementation, based on the drive redutiontheory, whih states that the drive redution is the hiefmehanism of reward [27℄, the reinforement funtionwill be the variation of the wellbeing of the robot. Therobot's wellbeing is a funtion of its drives and it mea-sures the degree of satisfation of its internal needs.Mathematially:
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Wb = Wbideal −

∑

i

αi · Di, (13)where αi are the ponder fators that weight the impor-tane of eah drive on the wellbeing of the robot and
Wbideal is the ideal value of the wellbeing whih or-responds to the value of wellbeing when all drives aresatis�ed. It is easy to observe that as the values of theneeds of the robot (the drives) inrease, its wellbeingdereases. Therefore, the reward value for one ationorrespond to the variation of all the drives during itsexeution. For example, for ation A
rewardA = ∆WbA = WbafterA − WbbeforeA (14)Considering the equation (14), the reward for an a-tion will depend on how fast drives hange their valuesand the duration of the ation.At the beginning of the learning proess, all Q-valuesan be set to the same value. This means that no knowl-edge is provided in advane, there is no better ationsthan others for any state. On the other hand, in thesame manner animals inherit abilities from their par-ents, previous knowledge an be assigned, so, they donot have to start from srath. This an be useful when,for example, we do not want to allow the robot to die,i.e. battery is depleted, so the knowledge to survive isinitially prede�ned. However, in this work, the formerhas been applied. This implies that, at some point, therobot ould run out of battery beause it does not knowyet what to do in that ase and the robot will try andfail until it learns.7 Making it real in MaggieIn this setion, the �rst implementation of the deisionmaking system and the learning proess is presented.Moreover, an explanation of how the deision makingsystem interats with the other omponents of the on-trol arhiteture running in the robot is given.The intended deision making system will be devel-oped and implemented on the soial robot named Mag-gie [47℄ whih is ontrolled by the Automati-Deliberative(AD) arhiteture [5℄ [6℄. Summarizing, AD is a two lev-els arhiteture where ommuniation is aomplishedby Events, Short Term Memory and Long Term Mem-ory (�gure 1). Its essential omponent is the skill and itsloated in both levels [45℄. An extensive example abouthow it is applied is presented at [46℄. The omponentsof the AD arhiteture are shown at �gure 1.In relation to its hardware, Maggie is built on awheeled base whih allows the robot to move through

the environment. Its arms, nek, and eyelids an bemoved in a human-like manner. The vision system usesa amera in the head and, thanks to it, Maggie an re-ognize people and play several games. Laser telemeterand ultrasound sensors are used by the navigation sys-tem. By means of an infrared emitter/reeiver, Maggiealso operates di�erent home applianes suh as televi-sions or musi players. Touh sensors on the surfaeof the body and a touh sreen situated in the breastare used for a diret interation with people. Inside thehead, an RFID antenna is plaed for identifying ob-jets. In order to provide verbal interation, our robotis equipped with a text-to-speeh module and an auto-mati speeh reognition system.The proposed deision making system has a bidi-retional ommuniation with the rest of the ontrolarhiteture (�gure 1). On the one hand, the deisionmaking system selets the proper behaviour whih sat-is�es the most urgent need. This behaviour is trans-lated into a skill (deliberative or automati one). Onthe other hand, the deision making system needs in-formation from the environment in order to update thestate of the robot and to assess the suitability of theskills ativated. This information will be provided bythe sensors of the robot.

Fig. 1 Components of the AD arhiteture.The aim of the presented deision making systemis to ahieve a full autonomous robot whih learns tomake deisions. One the learning proess has �nished,the most appropriated ation at eah moment will beseleted by the deision making module. Choosing theright ation depends on the value of the motivations,previous experienes, and the relationship with the en-vironment. All these elements have been modelled in



8 Álvaro Castro-González et al.order to be proessed by the implemented deision mak-ing module.The whole proess an be summarized in the nextsteps:1. Compute the dominant motivation (internal state)2. Sense the state in the world (external state)3. Evaluate possible ations and selet one of them a-ording to their Q-values4. Updating the suitability of the seleted ationAt setion 8 an example of how to apply our moti-vational deision making system is presented.7.1 Internal state: drives and motivationsAs expressed by equation (12), eah motivation is rep-resented by a value and it is a�eted by two fators:internal needs and external stimuli. Internal needs arethe drives, and their values depend on inner parame-ters. External stimuli are the objets situated in theenvironment altering the robot motivations. In addi-tion, eah motivation has an ativation level: under it,motivations values will not be onsidered for the dom-inant motivation.As mentioned, the internal needs, the drives, repre-sent an internal value. Eah motivation is onneted toa drive. The seleted drives are:alm: the need of peae.boredom: the need of fun or entertainment.energy: this drive is neessary for survival.Sine we want Maggie to be an autonomous soialrobot, based on past works [36℄ and experienes, threenon-onventional motivations have been de�ned:relax: it is linked to a peaeful environment and it isrelated to the drive alm.fun: this motivation is related to entertainment pur-poses. Its assoiated drive is boredom.survival: it refers to the energy dependene. This mo-tivation is onneted to energy need.Sine drives temporally evolve from srath, moti-vations do as well. In our implementation, boredom, andalm drives linearly inrease but with di�erent parame-ters. It means that, as time goes by, these drives beomebigger and bigger, and so do the orresponding moti-vations. Boredom is the fastest drive sine alm evolvesslighter. This is beause in soial robots, as ours, inter-ation with people is the most relevant aim and fun mo-tivation an involve to stablish relationship with people(for example, dane aompanied by persons). Henefun motivation takes priority over the others.

The most relevant inner need, due to the neessityof survival, is the Energy drive. If we want to ahievea fully autonomous robot, power autonomy is the �rststep. Therefore, this drive will evolve as battery levelvaries. Then, its value will math the battery level.After a drive is satis�ed, it does not intermediatelystart evolving, there is a satisfation time before itevolves again. The same idea ours to human beings:one they have eaten, they do not feel hungry again butit takes some time before they need to eat again.Moreover, in order to avoid an unstopped inreasein the value of one of the drives, a saturation level isde�ned for eah one: one a drive has reahed its satu-ration value, it will not grow more. Di�erent drives havedi�erent saturation values whih will a�et the domi-nant motivation in ase of a never-ending expansion ofthe drives. In our implementation, energy has the high-est saturation level, and the boredom and alm drivesgo after.7.1.1 External stimuliJust like human beings an feel thirsty when they seewater, the motivations are in�uened by objets in theworld and their states. That is alled the external stim-uli for motivations. These stimuli may have more or lessin�uene: their values depend on the states related tothe objets.7.2 External state: sensing the worldThe world is sensed by the robot in terms of objetsand the related states to these objets. Objets are notlimited to physial objets but abstrat objets too. So,in this �rst implementation, the world where Maggie isliving in is limited to the laboratory and three objetshave been de�ned: a d player, the musi in the laband the doking station for supplying energy. Also rel-ative states to all these items have to be presented andthe transitions from one state to another is deteted byseveral skills running on Maggie. More tehnial issuesabout how objets are sensed and what a skill is an befound in the referenes [46℄ [45℄.In Figure 2, objets and their states, ations, andtransitions between states are shown. Dashed arrowsrepresent transitions triggered by ations from otherobjets.These transitions orrespond to the ollaterale�ets presented at setion 5. Continuous ones meanations exeuted with the objets, and irles are thestates related to eah item. If an ation does not appearat one state, it means that it is inoherent to exeute itfrom that state, e.g., Maggie annot play a d if it is far



Learning the seletion of ations for an autonomous soial robot by reinforement learning based on motivations 9from the player or it annot dane if it is not listeningmusi. Setion 7.3 details all these ations.In order to operate the d player, the robot has to belose to the player. Two di�erent states have been on-sidered: when the robot is lose to the player and it isalready working (near-on), and when the robot is losebut it is not running (near-o�). This is required to avoidto send the same ommand twie to the player. The in-formation required to determine the position related tothe player is provided by the navigation system.The robot's environment is the lab, and musi ansound there. Then, the robot an be listening, or not,musi. Just when the robot is listening musi, it is ableto dane. If musi is mute, it does not make sense todane. The infrared emitter is used to play/stop themusi when Maggie is lose to the player.The doking station is the soure of energy. If therobot is plugged the battery is harging, otherwise thebattery level dereases and the robot is unplugged. Inorder to �nd the doking station, the robot relies on thenavigation system and the information from the lasertelemeter. Eventually, to determine if it is plugged ornot, a data aquisition devie is reading the batterydata.7.3 Ating in the world: what does Maggie do now?Maggie interats with the world through the objetsand their potential ations. These ations are imple-mented as skills in the AD arhiteture. The ationsause e�ets over the drives. When the ations haveended, i.e. when the skill assoiated has been blokedbeause it has reahed its goal, the e�ets are applied.If an error ours during a skill exeution or it is notsuessful, this situation is noti�ed and its e�et is notapplied. In our experiments, the e�ets satisfy a drive,whih beomes zero, or they ould derease it. Ationsould also �damage� some drives of the robot inreas-ing their values but this has not been onsidered in thiswork.Following, the olletion of skills are introdued.The possible ations with d player item are:� Go to player: Maggie will approah d player to op-erate it. If the robot was plugged, this ation willunplug the robot.� Play a d: a d is played at the d player when itis o�. This ation will produe a hange of state inother objet: the musi, from non-listening to lis-tening.� Stop a d: a d is stopped when it is being played.Thisation produes a hange of state in other objet:the musi, from listening to non-listening.

Fig. 2 States and ations for all items: d player, musi, anddoking station� Idle: it just represents the possibility to remain nextto the player.About the musi, there is just one possible ation:� dane: the robot moves its body with the musi.This ation is just exeuted when Maggie is listeningmusi.With the doking station, attainable ations are:� harge: Maggie plugs to the station and it staysthere until the batteries are full. At the end of thisation the robot will be plugged.� remain: it holds plugged for a while.It is important to mention that the transitions be-tween two states and the e�ets of the ations are un-known by the system, this is, the model of the world isnot provided in advane. Therefore, this is a model-freeapproah. These transitions will be learnt.



10 Álvaro Castro-González et al.Next, one the environment where the robot willlive has been presented, how the deision making sys-tem operates is explained. After the ations have beenpresented, the deision making system will selet oneof them to be exeuted. First of all, when the systemstarts, drives begin to evolve independently from theirinitial value zero, and skills start monitoring the relatedstates to items. When a transition to a new state is de-teted, an spei� event is emitted and the states arewritten in the short-term memory. The deision mak-ing module reeives this event and states data are up-dated. Within robot lifetime, the ation seletion loopis exeuted in order to determine the next skill to beativated. At eah iteration, the dominant motivationis omputed as the maximum motivation whose value(internal needs plus external stimulus) is over its ati-vation level. This parameter has been �xed to 10 forevery motivation. Using the dominant motivation, theurrent states related to objets, and the Q-values as-soiated to eah feasible ation, the next ation will behosen. This Q-values will the best possible ation ateah world on�guration (the dominant motivation plusthe state related to eah objet).In some ases, the states and the ations are impos-sible. For example, for playing a d in the player Maggiehas to be near to the player while other d is not beingplayed (near-o� state). It does not make sense if hargeation is ativated when the robot is unplugged. At thispoint, values for these ombinations are minimal andthey will never be seleted for exeution.During our �rst trials, after all values were �xed,the robot was programmed in suh way that it alwaysseleted the best ations, it is those ations with thehighest assoiated values. This leads to monotonous be-haviours and the robot ations beome very preditable.In order to allow risky behaviours, we have to fae thedilemma of exploration vs. exploitation, several timesrefereed in the �eld of reinforement learning [54℄. Levelof exploration represents the probabilities of exeutingations di�erent than those with the highest values. Us-ing Boltzmann distribution, probabilities for seletingan ation in a state is given by (15).
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(15)where Q(s, a) is the given Q-value for ation a in state
s, and A represents all possible ations in state s; Tis the temperature and it weights exploration and ex-ploitation. High T gives the same likelihood of sele-tion to all possible ations and the next ation will bealmost randomly seleted; low T enfores ations with

Table 1 This table shows external stimuli, objets stateslinked to them, their value, and the a�eted motivationsMotivation Ext. stim. State related Valueto ext. stim.fun musi listening 2survival doking station plugged 2Table 2 E�ets of ationsAtion Objet Drive to satisfydane musi boredomstop d player almhigh values. As it is presented in [35℄, T value will beset aording to equation 16.
T = δ ∗ Q̄ (16)where Q̄ is the mean value of all possible Q-values. A-ording to equation 16, high δ implies high temperatureand, therefore, exploration will dominate: ations willbe seleted with the same probability. Low δ produeslow temperatures and, onsequently, exploitation willprevail: ations with high Q-values assoiated will belikely hosen.8 Experimental resultsAs has been established along the whole paper, our goalis to reate a robot whih is endowed with enough a-pabilities to autonomously make the proper deisionsat eah moment. In order to do that, at the beginning,the robot has to learn the right relation between statesand ations. Later it will use this knowledge to keepits needs at low level. The experiments will be splitinto two phases: exploration phase, whih orrespondsto the learning period, and exploitation, i.e. when therobot applies the aquired knowledge.All parameters set during the experiments will shapea spei� personality for the robot. Changing these pa-rameters, new personalities will be exhibited by therobot. The performane of di�erent personalities willbe studied in the future.In our implementation, all external stimuli valueshave been �xed empirially. All external stimuli andtheir values are shown at table 1. Due to the fat thatMaggie really likes to dane, fun motivation is a�etedwhen it is listening musi. Besides, when the robot feelsthe harger, i.e. when it is plugged, survival motivationreeives an inrease of two units.Some ations a�et the drives. The e�ets of theseations are presented in Table 2



Learning the seletion of ations for an autonomous soial robot by reinforement learning based on motivations 11Figure 3 shows the experiment set up in the labo-ratory. The robot moves in the area between the musiplayer and the doking station and it avoids ollisions.
Fig. 3 Experiment set-up8.1 ExploringThe learning was ahieved using the Objet Q-Learningexplained at setion 5. Initially, all Q-values were set to1, so, there is no previous knowledge. This means thatthe new state after an ation and the reward are un-known. Additionally, sine we desire the robot to learnfast aording to equation 9, α will be set to 0.3. Thisvalue gives a relevant value to the future rewards sothe learning is aelerated. After a while, we started toexploit a bit by gradually dereasing α from 0.3 at it-eration 200 to 0.13 at iteration 300. During the rest ofthe experiment α did not hange any more.Learning must to try every ombination for state-ation pair. The way to ahieve it is setting a high tem-perature T for the ation seletion (setion 7.3). There-fore, in this phase δ was set to 10.The next graphs show the evolution of Q-values dur-ing a learning session whih lasted six hours.Due to the large extension of the results, just themost relevant results are shown. The rest will be pre-sented on detail on future works.Figures 4 and 5 plot all the states and the ationswhen fun and survival are respetively the dominantmotivations. Considering that the state of the robot re-spets to the objets is formed by the state related toeah objet, the potential set of ations for a partiu-lar world on�guration will be formed by the possibleations with eah objet.Figure 4 presents the learnt values when fun is thedominant motivation. It is easy to appreiate that, whenthe musi is listening, �gure 4(f), dane ation is themost suitable ation beause it satis�es the boredomdrive. Moreover, in relation with other objets, if therobot is at state near-o�, �gure 4(), both possible a-tions, play and idle, have a relative high Q-value. Playis high due to the fat that the robot has learnt that

(a) plugged (b) unplugged
() near-on (d) near-o�
(e) far (f) listeningFig. 4 Q-values when the dominant motivation is fun. Sub-�gures plot the potential ations on eah state. The states are:plugged (a) or unplugged (b) to the doking station, near theplayer when it is working (), or not (d), or if it is far from it(e), and when the musi is listening (f)the next best thing the robot an do after play is todane, whih has the highest Q-values. Idle is a goodation beause the energy waste is minimal (i.e. theenergy drive roughly inreases) and the next best a-tion is to play, whih is high as well. When the robotis far from the player, �gure 4(e), go to player ationslightly augments beause it has learnt that after thisation, it is lose to the player and, sometimes, it willbe near-on, �gure 4(), and, others, near-o� 4(d). The�nal learnt Q-value represents the average of the valuesof the two possible states whih is a little inrease. A-tions at near-on state, �gure 4(), does not have highQ-values beause from this state, there is nothing bet-ter to do with the player so ations available at thisstate are penalized. Sine the robot needs to have fun,all ations related to the doking station have low Q-values. In fat, when the robot is unplugged, �gure 4(b),and goes to the harger, harge ation, this not a goodation beause it implies a waste of energy when theenergy is not required. Remain plugged, �gure 4(a), isnot either good for the reason that energy drive is nothanging but the other drives do. Then the wellbeing isredued.All the relations between ations from di�erent ob-jets are ollateral e�ets learnt by the robot.
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(a) plugged (b) unplugged
() near-on (d) near-o�
(e) far (f) listeningFig. 5 Q-values when the dominant motivation is survival.Sub-�gures plot the potential ations on eah state. Thestates are: plugged (a) or unplugged (b) to the doking sta-tion, near the player when it is working (), or not (d), or ifit is far from it (e), and when the musi is listening (f)In �gure 5, Q-values when survival is the dominantmotivation are plotted. In this situation, when the robotis unplugged, �gure 5(b), harge ation will have alwaysthe highest value beause it satis�es the need of energy.Besides, one the robot is plugged, �gure 5(a), remainin that state is not pro�table sine the batteries are fullafter the harge ation. This ation is hardly exeutedbeause the energy drive has been satis�ed and a newdominant motivation arises. However, due to the dy-namis of the battery level this is not always true, andthis ation is few times exeuted. In other states, a-tions do not a�et energy drive but other drives do. Inthis ase their Q-values inrease beause there is alwaysa reward due to the fat that other drives are satis�ed.This happens for example at listening with dane or atnear-o� with play.8.2 ExploitingAfter exploring, the learnt values must be exploited inorder to hek if the learnt poliy is right. Learning isredued by setting α to 0.0001. This means that Q-values will minimally vary so learning is almost frozen.In addition, robot will tend to selet the most suitableations so low temperature T is needed. However, on-sidering the soial aspets of our robot, we do not desire

Table 3 Exploring vs. ExploitingPhase W̄ b Time at seure areaexploring 10.258 55%exploiting 11.078 69%a robot exeuting always the same sequene of ationswhih will lead to monotonous behaviors. Then tem-perature annot be extremely low. In the experiment
T = 2.Sine wellbeing was employed as reward during thelearning proess, the robot will tend to maximize thewellbeing. Therefore, the average wellbeing, W̄ b, willbe used as a performane rate. In addition, a seurearea has been de�ned. When the robot's wellbeing isinside this area, it an be said that the robot is �nebeause the wellbeing is high. The perentage of timein this area will provide an idea about how muh timethe robot is well. Considering that in the experimentsthe ideal wellbeing was set to 20, table 3 presents theresults.We an see that the average wellbeing during theexploiting phase is higher than during the exploringone. This is beause when exploiting, the robot is usingthe learnt poliy whih will keep the wellbeing at highvalues. Besides, fousing on the time at the seure area,exploiting provides a relevant inrease on this value.During the learning phase, 55% of the time the robotwas �ne. However, explorations rises this value to 69%of the time. This is a signi�ant improvement and wean a�rm that the learnt states-ations relationshipsimprove the performane.9 DisussionAs a primary result, the robot has learnt the right be-haviour in order to satisfy a partiular drive, e.g. therobot has learnt that it must dane in order to satisfyboredom, or it has to exeute harge ation to satisfyenergy. Moreover, additional ations whih are requiredto satisfy the most urgent drive will be seleted in theproper order even if they are related to other objets.For example, if the robot is far from the player andthe musi is o�, in order to satisfy the boredom, themost likely sequene of ations will be: �rst, it goes tothe player, then play ation is exeuted (so the mu-si is on), and �nally it will dane. This sequene hasbeen learnt due to the ollateral e�ets beause daneis related to the musi but the previous ations or-respond to another objet, the player. This is a learexample about how ollateral e�ets onsidered in the



Learning the seletion of ations for an autonomous soial robot by reinforement learning based on motivations 13Objet Q-Learning enhane the learning when di�erentobjets are involved.The perentage of time the robot's wellbeing is inthe seure area seems to be a reliable measure of theperformane. Sine during the exploiting phase a littleof randomness still exists, the perentage of time at theseure area is lower than if the most suitable ation (thisis the ation with the highest q-value) is always piked.This is a trade-o� between the performane (this is thetime it stays at the seure area) and non-monotonousrobot's behaviours whih exeute di�erent ations atthe same situation.When the next state after an ation (a) is exeutedfrom state s is not deterministi, the resulting q-valueorresponding to the state-ation pair Q(s, a) will av-erage all the reeived rewards. For example, when therobot is far from player, the ation go to player transitsto near-on or near-o�. The �nal q-value will average allthe rewards reeived from both transitions.10 ConlusionsIn this paper authors present a deision making sys-tem implemented on the robot Maggie based on motiva-tions where no prede�ned goals are provided in advane.This deision making system has learnt from srath thestate-ation relationship in order to keep robot's well-being in an aeptable range.Learning has been aomplished by the robot in-terating with the environment. The new Objet Q-Learning algorithm has been used as the learning algo-rithm. This algorithm takes advantage of the proposedredution on the state spae: the states related to ob-jets will be onsidered as independent. Using this sim-pli�ation the state spae is signi�antly redued androbot learns to deal with eah objet. Besides, the possi-ble relationships between objets (ollateral e�ets) areonsidered by the algorithm. The ollateral e�ets arethe e�ets over the rest of the objets when the robotis interating with a ertain objet.Sine the variation of the robot's wellbeing has beenused as the reinforement during the learning, the robothas learnt to keep its wellbeing as high as possible. Thisis, it learns the best poliy to satisfy its needs. In or-der to ahieve it, robot's ations and the robot's statepereption,whih is formed by its inner state (the dom-inant motivation) and the external state (the state intoits �world�), are aomplished by skills running in theAD arhiteture.The experimental tests arried out with the robotshowed that the learnt poliy keeps the drives low and,therefore, a high wellbeing. During the learning phase,

the average robot's wellbeing is lower than when therobot is exploiting the aquired knowledge.Looking into the results, we an observe that therelationship between ations with di�erent objets hasbeen properly learnt as well. For example, when fun isthe dominant motivation, the robot has learnt that ithas to dane but, if it is not listening musi, it has toplay it with the player. Moreover, it also has learnt thatif it wants to have fun but it is not listening musi andit is far from the player, before anything else it mustapproah to the player.The motivations, the drives, and all other requiredparameters de�ne the personality for the robot. Thevalue of all parameters are ritial to get the desirebehaviour and this has to be onsidered when tuningthe parameters.In summary, the proposed deision making systemis able to learn by itself, without prior knowledge, therelationship between the behaviours and the states: itis able to satisfy the most urgent drive seleting theproper behaviour. The presented reinforement learn-ing proess has exhibited great results onsidering thestates of objets independent one from eah. Besides,the relationship among several objets has been learntas well by means of the Objet Q-Learning algorithmwhih onsiders the ollateral e�ets. All these on-epts have been implemented on the soial robot Mag-gie whose wellbeing remains high when Maggie exploitsthe learnt poliy.11 Future worksThe presented work is limited by the little set of objetsthe robot interats with. The apaity of interationwith the environment is limited by the pereption andation over the environment. New skills and tehnolo-gies are being explored in order to interat with moreomplex objets.So far, all the objets are stati. However, ativeobjets, i.e. objets whih are able to at in the envi-ronment and hange the robot's state, are being studiedto inorporate them into the system. The most signi�-ant one is the human-being. For example, a person isable to play/stop musi and onsequently the robot'sstate will hange without its onsideration.In spite of the improvement in the learning algo-rithm, new algorithms whih �t the new requirementswill be onsidered.In future versions, emotions will take part of thesystem. We expet that emotions will add more naturalbehaviors and bring new approahes to the hallengingdeision making proess.
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